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China kept its claims on Indian territory undisclosed till 1959 
though it had already, in 1957, surreptitiously cleared a motor 
road across the uninhabited Aksai Chin area of Ladakh. 
Territorial c!aims were put forward for the first time by the 
Chinese Prime Minister in September 1959, based on a Chinese 
map published in 1956. Ln December 1959 he affirmed the 
boundary on this map as the correct boundary claimed by China. 
This claim was for about 50,000 square miles of Indian territory 
in Ladakh and in the North East Frontier Agency. Since then 
tbe Chinese claim line has varied according to China's bargaining 
convenience and the progressively increasing extent of occupation 
3f Indian territory through force. 

The Chinese claim line of 1956 in the Western sector is 

shown in the above map. In 1960, during talks between oficials 
of the two Goveruruents, the Chinese advanced their claim line 
further into Indian territory. The 1960 claim line is also shown 
in the map. This line, which broadly corresponds to the line of 
present Chinese control shown in Map 2, was actually reached 
by the Chinese forces only after thcir latest massive aggression 
of October 20, 1962. China now falsely claims this as the line 
up to which it exercised actud control in November 1959. 

The points up to which Indian police patrols went from 
time to timc till 1958, in exercise of normal administrative 
functions, are shown in the above map. They reveal the pre- 
posterous nature of the 1956 Chinese claim line, let alone their 
latest claim line which cuts even deeper into Indian territory. 
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